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Purpose: To develop a real-time target position estimation method using stereoscopic kilovoltage (kV)/megavolt-
age (MV) imaging and external respiratory monitoring, and to investigate the performance of a dynamic multileaf
collimator tracking system using this method.
Methods and Materials: The real-time three-dimensional internal target position estimation was established by
creating a time-varying correlation model that connected the external respiratory signals with the internal target
motion measured intermittently using kV/MV imaging. The method was integrated into a dynamic multileaf col-
limator tracking system. Tracking experiments were performed for 10 thoracic/abdominal traces. A three-
dimensional motion platform carrying a gold marker and a separate one-dimensional motion platform were
used to reproduce the target and external respiratory motion, respectively. The target positions were detected
by kV (1 Hz) and MV (5.2 Hz) imaging, and external respiratory motion was captured by an optical system
(30 Hz). The beam–target alignment error was quantified as the positional difference between the target and
circular beam center on the MV images acquired during tracking. The correlation model error was quantified
by comparing a model estimate and measured target positions.
Results: The root-mean-square errors in the beam–target alignment that had ranged from 3.1 to 7.6 mm without
tracking were reduced to <1.5 mm with tracking, except during the model building period (6 s). The root-mean-
square error in the correlation model was submillimeters in all directions.
Conclusion: A novel real-time target position estimation method was developed and integrated into a dynamic
multileaf collimator tracking system and demonstrated an average submillimeter geometric accuracy after initial-
izing the internal/external correlation model. The method used hardware tools available on linear accelerators and
therefore shows promise for clinical implementation. � 2011 Elsevier Inc.

Real-time tumor tracking, x-ray image guidance, external respiratory surrogate, respiratory tumor motion,
dynamic multileaf collimator.
INTRODUCTION

Many linear accelerators have both gantry-mounted kilovolt-

age (kV) and megavoltage (MV) imaging systems that are

actively being used for tumor localization and volumetric

imaging but are not routinely used for tumor tracking. In an

effort to use the imaging systems for intrafraction motion

management of thoracic and abdominal tumors, we have

recently developed a direct real-time target position monitoring

method using a gantry-mounted kV/MV imaging system (1, 2)

and a gantry-mounted kV imaging system (3). These methods
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have demonstrated experimental accuracy of <2 mm; however,

both methods require continuous kV imaging, resulting in an

additional unwanted radiation dose to the patient. Also, the

large system latency of 450 ms (1) and 570 ms (3) caused by

handling large-size digital kV/MV images reduced the tracking

accuracy. One feasible approach to reduce the x-ray imaging

dose and latency would be a hybrid position monitoring strat-

egy (4), in which direct stereoscopic x-ray measurement

of the internal target position would be supplemented by the

external respiratory signals. The respiratory motion would be
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continuously monitored by external surrogates and correlated

with the tumor motion, which would be measured using

kV/MV imaging. CyberKnife (Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA) has

implemented a target tracking scheme by continuously moni-

toring an external surrogate of the respiratory motion and

correlating it with the internal tumor motion measured using

kV/kV imaging (4). However, the wide use of this tracking

system is limited by the radiosurgery specifications of the

CyberKnife. Following a similar rationale, we have developed

a hybrid method using gantry-mounted kV/MV imaging and

external respiratory monitoring systems that are readily available

with conventional treatment machines. With a dynamic multileaf

collimator (DMLC) tracking system using this method, the

tracking performance was investigated through experiments.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Real-time target position estimation with DMLC tracking
An external respiratory surrogate, a real-time position manage-

ment (RPM) system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA),

was incorporated into a previously described experimental system

(1), in which the target position was measured directly using

gantry-mounted kV/MV imaging systems. In the present study,

the kV/MV image information was augmented by the external signal

and an internal/external correlation model was established to esti-

mate the real-time target position. The target position estimate

was fed into a DMLC tracking system to continuously align the

beam with the moving target. The integrated DMLC tracking system

and the procedure of real-time target position estimation are illus-

trated in Fig. 1.

The procedure of real-time target position estimation using

occasional kV/MV imaging and continuous external respiratory

monitoring was as follows (the step numbers refer to those in Fig. 1).

Step 1–3: as described in detail in a previous study (1), the internal

target motion, reproduced by a gold marker-embedded phantom on

a three-dimensional (3D) motion platform (5), was captured by the

kV and MV imaging systems. Immediately after the acquired image

was stored on each workstation, a segmentation program extracted

the gold marker position from the image and sent it to the DMLC track-

ing program.

Step 4: once the tracking program had received a kV (or MV) gold

marker position, it found the synchronized RPM data based on the

measured offset (see the subsequent section, ‘‘Synchronization
of kV/MV and RPM data streams’’). The 3D target position was

calculated with each kV image by triangulation with the MV im-

ages. For each kV image, the MV images acquired immediately

before and after it were first used for independent triangulation—

these two intermediate triangulation results were then interpolated

to minimize the synchronization mismatch between the kV/MV

pair.

Step 5: an RPM block was placed on a separate one-dimensional

motion platform, which reproduced the external respiratory motion

data synchronized with the internal 3D tumor motion. The block was

monitored by the RPM system, which fed the optical information to

the DMLC tracking program at 30 Hz.

Step 6: the 3D target position from Step 4 and the synchronized

RPM data from Step 5 were used to update the correlation model.

When new RPM data arrived, the prediction was first applied to

compensate for the system latency. Next, the 3D target position

was inferred from the predicted RPM data through the correlation

model.
Step 7–8: finally, the MLC leaf positions were calculated from the

estimated 3D target position and sent to the DMLC controller. The

DMLC controller repositioned the MLC leaves to match the updated

3D target position (6).
Synchronization of kV/MV and RPM data streams
The internal target positions from the kV/MV images and external

signals from the RPM system experience different delays between

the moment of acquisition and their arrival at the DMLC tracking

computer. Addressing this discrepancy and accurately synchroniz-

ing these elements is essential to building an accurate correlation

model. Thus, the following experiment was performed. While the

3D phantom motion of a 2-cm peak-to-peak sinusoidal superoinfe-

rior (SI) motion with 20-s period was captured by kV/MV imaging,

the synchronous one-dimensional motion of a 2-cm peak-to-peak

sinusoidal anteroposterior motion was monitored using the RPM

system. By recording the arrival time on the tracking computer for

the kV, MV, and RPM data streams using a known input, the relative

time offsets for synchronization was measured (i.e., the gold seed

positions from the kV [or MV] images and the RPM signals as

a function of the arrival time were fit to sinusoidal curves and the

time delay of the kV [or MV] image data were calculated from

the phase shift of the kV [or MV] fit curve with respect to the

RPM curve).

In the present study, we reduced the kV imaging frequency to

1 Hz to demonstrate the reduction of the kV imaging dose to the

patient. However, because MV imaging uses the treatment beam

without an additional imaging dose cost, it could be used to full

capacity. A MV imaging frequency of 5.2 Hz at 200 monitor units

(MU)/min was chosen to obtain kV image quality appropriate for

marker segmentation, and fluoroscopic kV images were acquired

at 1 Hz. One noticeable issue with the OBI imaging system is that

an acquired fluoroscopic image is not stored until the next image

in the series has been taken. Thus, the time delay from acquisition

to triangulation will always be larger than the kV imaging interval.

The kV images acquired at 1 Hz were only available for triangula-

tion after 1 s plus the additional time required for image processing

and marker extraction. The arrival time of the kV and MV data was

delayed 1,088 � 37 ms and 263 � 28 ms, respectively, compared

with the RPM signal. Each kV (or MV) image was synchronized

with the RPM data according to this measurement for the correlation

model.

Although the large delay of kV data owing to the low imaging

frequency delayed the calculation of the target position, it was not

critical for real-time tracking because the measured target position

was only used for the correlation model. The estimation of the target

position itself was updated promptly from the external signal.

Hence, the overall latency of the integrated tracking system was

only affected by the delay of the RPM data.
Correlation model
For the correlation model (Step 6), we adapted a state-augmented

linear method (7) that can implicitly resolve the potential hysteresis

between the internal target motion and the external signal. Each

motion component of the 3D target position TðtÞ was continuously

estimated by the external respiratory signal RðtÞ through the

correlation model:
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Fig. 1. (a) Overview of integrated dynamic multileaf collimator (DMLC) tracking system and (b) dataflow of kilovoltage
(kV)/megavoltage (MV) and real-time position management (RPM) inputs in procedure of real-time target position
estimation combining occasional kilovoltage/megavoltage imaging and continuous external respiratory monitoring.
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The lag time interval t needs to be short enough to reflect the local

dynamics but also long enough to minimize the effect of noise.

t = 0.5 s was chosen, although the results of the present study

were found to be insensitive to this value. The model parameters

ða; b; cÞ can be determined by intermittently acquired target posi-

tions TðtiÞ using kV/MV imaging and a synchronous external signal

RðtiÞ using the least-squares estimation (i.e., minimizing the estima-

tion error for each component of the internal target motion):

XN

i¼1

kTxðtiÞ � ðaxRðtiÞ þ bxRðt � tÞ þ cxÞk2

and similarly for y and z. Here, Nis the number of synchronized mea-

surements of TðtiÞ and RðtiÞ used in the model. The correlation
model was first established with N = 5 using the five 3D target

positions measured by the same number of kV images acquired.

Subsequently, each time a new target position was measured with

kV imaging, the model was updated with the latest 15 (if available)

target positions.
System latency and prediction
The latency of the entire tracking system was measured by the

method described in the previous study (1). The measured delay

time was 160 ms, the same as with the previous RPM-alone-based

tracking system (8). This value was applied for a linear adaptive

filter-based prediction (9) to compensate for the overall system

latency.
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Tracking experiments
Ten tumor trajectories and associated external respiratory signals

with a motion range >10 mm were selected from 160 tumor trajec-

tories (10) acquired from 46 thoracic/abdominal tumor patients

treated using a CyberKnife Synchrony system. The beginning

110-s part of each trajectory was used for the tracking experiment,

which was composed of the prediction training (40 s) and tracking

(60 s) periods. The mean value of the peak-to-peak motion of the se-

lected trajectories was 6.4 mm (range, 1.2–20.8), 13.0 mm (range,

1.0–20.4), and 5.7 mm (range, 1.8–13.7) in the left–right (LR), SI,

and anteroposterior directions, respectively. The mean of their

average breathing cycles was 3.8 s (range, 2.7–4.9).
Fig. 2. Beam–target alignment accuracy for three tracking exam
(c) baseline drifts. Left–right (LR) and superoinferior (SI) positi
MV imager. RMSE = root-mean-square error. Note that (1) no tr
to model building period. It was followed by (2) a beam hold peri
the set and actual leaf positions. (3) Systematic shift of 0.4 mm
isocenter. TrackingINCL (or TrackingEXCL) indicates tracking acc
Although this method can be used for both static- and rotating-

gantry treatment, the entire experiment was performed at a fixed

gantry angle such that the MV beam went down vertically and the

kV imager was located at the left side of the patient with the patient

in a supine head-first position.

The experiment started with the 40-s external respiratory data ac-

quisition for prediction training. During the 40-s prediction training

phase, only external respiratory data (in our case, the RPM signal)

were acquired. After the prediction was enabled, kV/MV imaging

started with MV beam on. Because the correlation model was initial-

ized with five 3D target position measurements, the actual reposition

of the MLC leaves began 6 s after the MV beam started. DMLC
ples: (a) fast breathing motion, (b) irregular amplitude, and
ons measured from megavoltage (MV) beam isocenter on
acking period of 6 s occurred after MV beam started owing
od of 3 s owing to the >5 mm positional difference between

in LR direction reflects machine accuracy of MV beam
uracy including (or excluding) model building period.



Fig. 3. Example of correlation model and prediction error for Fig. 2c. Upper three rows represent correlation model error in
each direction, which measures difference between measured and estimated target positions. Bottom row corresponds to
prediction error, which measures difference between predicted and actual input of 160 ms ahead.
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tracking with 6 MV and a circular MLC aperture 10 cm in diameter

continued for 1 min, until delivering 200 MU at the dose rate of

200 MU/min. With this dose rate, MV imaging was acquired with

0.69 MU/image at the rate of 5.2 Hz (or, equivalently, a 192- ms

imaging interval). For each trajectory, the collimator angle was set

such that the MLC leaf travel direction matched the major motion

direction in either the SI or LR direction.

To investigate the tracking performance, the following data

analyses were done for each tracking experiment:

1. The beam–target alignment error (i.e., the beam alignment

accuracy to the target position on beam’s eye view) was quantified

as the distance between the marker position and the center of a circu-

lar MLC aperture in each direction on all MV images.

2. Each time the correlation model was updated by a new triangu-

lated target position, the estimated target position using the updated

model was recorded. The correlation model error was quantified by

the difference between the triangulated and estimated target position

for each motion component.

3. The actual external respiratory input and the predicted data

were recorded during the tracking experiments. The prediction error

was quantified as the difference between the predicted external

position and the corresponding actual input that was acquired

160 ms later to account for the system latency.

4. Each time external data arrived, the prediction was applied and

the target position was estimated using the correlation model with the

predicted external data and the lag external data. The estimated 3D

target positions were recorded and compared with the platform trajec-

tory input. The target position estimation error was quantified by the

discrepancy between the estimated and the platform input target
positions. Although the correlation model error did not include the

error contribution from prediction, the target position estimation error

was the combination of the correlation model and prediction error.
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows examples of the beam–target alignment

errors measured as the positional differences between the

target and beam center on the MV images. Regardless of

fast breathing motion, irregularities in amplitude, or baseline

drift, DMLC tracking with the proposed target positioning

method compensated for such target motions effectively.

As shown by the histograms in Fig. 2, the errors without

tracking were distributed broadly over the motion range

and tended to have peaks at the end of the range, which

can be expected from the probability density function of

the respiratory motion. These error distributions become nar-

rower and close to Gaussian distribution with tracking. The

trajectory of the beam showed that the MLC aperture began

to follow the target motion˜6 s after the MV beam started

and caused a large tracking error. During this period, five

kV images were acquired at 1-s intervals and then used for

the initialization of the correlation model. A systematic shift

between the target and beam positions in the lateral direction

was still within the machine accuracy of the MV beam

isocenter (0.5 mm) stated by the manufacturer. It could be
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further improved by calibrating and correcting the MV beam

isocenter according to the gantry and collimator rotation.

Right after tracking started, a beam hold was often asserted

by the MLC controller when the difference between the set

leaf position by the DMLC tracking system and the actual

leaf position was beyond tolerance, which was 5 mm in our

experiment. Tracking was resumed �3 s later when the MLC

caught up with the target motion.

Figure 3 shows a typical example of the correlation model

error and the prediction error. The correlation model error

was submillimeter in all directions and resulted from the

inherently incomplete linear correlation between the target

motion and the external signal. Other external sources of

error contributions would include the external signal noise

and the imperfect synchronization between external signal

and kV and MV data.

Synchrony tumor trajectory data were not measured di-

rectly from the dual kV imaging system but were driven by

an external signal through a correlation model similar to

the method used in the present study (4). Thus, the tumor tra-

jectory used in the present study was likely to correlate better

with the external signal than with the expectation from the

real situation; therefore, the correlation model error would

have been underestimated. We had previously addressed

this issue and assessed the variation of the model-driven es-

timated position from the measured target position using

the Synchrony log files (11). The population mean of the
Fig. 4. Example of target position estimation error for same tr
different to better illustrate the result.
root-mean-square error (RMSE) distributions in three dimen-

sions was 1.5� 0.8 mm, which could be converted to 0.8 mm

in each direction, assuming the error was distributed evenly

in all directions. This result agreed with those from a recent

study (12) that used the same method and found that the

mean correlation model error was 0.4, 0.8, and 0.8 mm for

the LR, SI, and anteroposterior directions, respectively.

This suggests that the actual correlation model error would

be increased to this amount.

For the 10 experiments, the prediction reduced >50% of

the error that might be caused by system latency without

prediction. The prediction performance showed that it was

not sensitive to the motion range of the external signal or

irregularities in amplitude, phase, and baseline.

Figure 4 shows the target position estimation error that was

caused both by contributions from the correlation model and

prediction errors shown in Fig. 3. The estimated positions

were used to reposition the MLC leaf positions.

Figure 5 shows the overall tracking accuracy for the 10

experimental trajectories. Tracking reduced the beam–target

alignment error substantially compared with no tracking. The

beam–target alignment error with no tracking is likely to be

proportional to the range of the motion. In contrast, the

beam–target alignment error with tracking was not. The

RMSE in the beam–target alignment error, including the

model building time period, was <2.5 mm for 1-min tracking.

As the tracking time increased, these values would converge
ajectory in Fig. 2c. Scales of y-axis in each direction are



Fig. 5. Beam–target alignment error with and without tracking
for 10 experimental trajectories. Gray region represents 0.5-mm
machine accuracy of megavoltage beam isocenter specified by
manufacturer. Correlation model error and prediction error demon-
strated their accuracies were comparable to machine accuracy.
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to <1.5 mm, corresponding to the error excluding the model

building interval. The error contributions from the correla-

tion model and the prediction are also presented in Fig. 5

for comparison. The RMSE of the prediction error (one-di-

mensional) was <0.5 mm and the RMSE of the correlation

model error (two-dimensional) matched with the beam–

target alignment error, which was slightly greater but still

<1 mm. The correlation model error and the prediction error

demonstrated that their accuracies were comparable to the

machine accuracy.
Fig. 6. Comparison of target vs. multileaf collimator (MLC) tra
collimator angles: (a) collimator at 180� such that lateral motion
270� in which lateral motion was perpendicular to leaf travel dir
caused by leaf speed limitation.
DISCUSSION

The present study has demonstrated that real-time DMLC

tracking with target position input using data streams from

kV/MV imaging systems and an external respiratory moni-

toring system, all already available from clinical treatment

machines. By establishing an internal/external correlation

model and updating it with occasional kV/MV imaging, we

obtained accurate estimations of the real-time target position

from the external respiratory signals. The benefits of using

the proposed hybrid method were the reduction of the kV

imaging dose and system latency.

Similar to our previous study, we only used an open aper-

ture to prevent occlusion of the fiducial marker by the MLC

leaf and also to measure the tracking error directly using the

MV images. The simple MLC aperture and phantom geome-

try were used in the present study. In practice, however, more

complex plans/delivery schemes such as intensity-modulated

radiotherapy could have very limited MLC apertures, result-

ing in occluded marker observations on the MV images. This

practical consideration poses a challenge for direct applica-

tion of the proposed strategy. The use of multiple markers,

a marker visibility-constrained intensity-modulated radio-

therapy plan (13), or a monoscopic estimation using a kV

imager alone (11) are potential solutions to address such con-

cerns. In addition, the fiducial marker segmentation on the

clinical x-ray images (especially MV images) is likely to be

much more difficult owing to poor contrast or interference

with patient anatomy. The development of a robust and

reliable marker segmentation method is one of the main

challenges to the clinical realization of this method. How-

ever, the marker segmentation failure on MV images because
jectory of large lateral motion tumor trace for two different
matched leaf travel direction; and (b) collimator angle of

ection. Gray-shaded periods represent beam-hold intervals



Fig. 7. Experimental results with external signal noise vs. simulation results without external signal noise.
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of such complications might not reduce the tracking accuracy

significantly, unless the internal/external correlation could

change rapidly during the treatment time. This idea has
been supported by a recent study using the Synchrony sys-

tem, which achieved accurate tracking accuracy with the

model update every 1 min or several minutes (12).
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The potential approaches to reduce the MV beam dose

required for correlation model initialization before tracking

include decreasing the MV beam dose rate and/or increasing

the kV imaging frequency to shorten this interval. Alterna-

tively, pretreatment kV imaging could be used to build the

correlation model for at least two motion components, reduc-

ing the tracking error significantly during the model setup

period. An even more sophisticated method is to build the

correlation model using rotational kV imaging alone (14).

This initialization procedure was needed only for the first

treatment beam; the established correlation model could

be used for the following treatment beams without re-

initialization, even with a pause between the beams.

To test the effect of the beam hold asserted by the leaf

speed limit (15) on the tracking accuracy, the tracking exper-

iments were repeated with two different collimator angles

for one trajectory with large LR motion. As shown in

Fig. 6, because the trajectory has large LR motion, (1) a col-

limator at 180� such that the LR motion matched the leaf

travel direction; and (2) for a collimator angle of 270� in

which the LR motion is perpendicular to the leaf travel direc-

tion, it shows frequent beam holds on mid-inhale or exhale,

where the target moves fast perpendicular to the leaf travel

direction. Consequently, even though the delivery time was

increased by 10%, the tracking accuracy was similar. How-

ever, additional reduction of the tracking efficiency would

be expected because the shape of the treatment field becomes

more complex.

Another interesting finding was the effect of external sig-

nal noise. Owing to the linear relationship in the correlation

model between target motion and the external signal, the ex-

ternal signal noise would directly affect the position estima-

tion accuracy, especially for patients with small external

breathing motion relative to the internal tumor motion. In

general, the motion range of the external signals had a similar

magnitude of that of tumor motion. However, if the external

signal was several times smaller than the tumor motion, the

external signal noise directly reinforced the target motion es-

timation error. Figure 7 shows one example from the tracking

experiment demonstrating the effect of external signal noise
on the position estimation. Compared with simulation with-

out external noise, experimental data showed noise of stan-

dard deviation of 0.1 mm. Because the range of the SI

target motion was five times larger than the external signal,

0.1 mm of external noise manifested the error in target posi-

tion estimation from 0.2 to 0.7 mm. It suggests more accurate

respiratory surrogates would be preferable such as a stereo-

infrared camera (16) or a stereo-surface imaging system (17).

Finally, although we demonstrated the application of the

proposed target position estimation method for DMLC track-

ing, the method could be more easily applicable to gated ra-

diotherapy, which is being used in the clinic. Because in

gated radiotherapy, the external breathing signal alone is of-

ten used for target position estimation, the inter- and intra-

fractional variation of the relationship between the external

signal and the internal tumor position could reduce the accu-

racy (18). With the proposed method, in which the external

breathing signal can be supplemented by the intermittent

x-ray measurement of the internal target position, the accu-

racy of gated radiotherapy might be significantly improved.
CONCLUSION

A novel real-time target position estimation method was

developed and integrated into a DMLC tracking system.

Experimental demonstrations of the integrated tracking sys-

tem have shown that the geometric error caused by respira-

tory motion was substantially reduced with the application

of respiratory motion tracking. The method used hardware

tools available on linear accelerators and therefore shows

promise for clinical implementation. However, to overcome

the remaining challenges such as the high risk of complica-

tions in marker implantation, difficulties in marker segmenta-

tion owing to marker occlusion in intensity-modulated

radiotherapy fields, and the limited image quality, it requires

continuing research and development to yield a robust clini-

cal implementation of this approach. We will continue to

study the clinical implication of the challenges and will con-

tinue to develop and validate the clinical implementation of

the proposed approach.
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